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Abstract
Optical flow, semantic segmentation, and surface normals represent different information modalities, yet together they bring better cues for scene understanding problems.
In this paper, we study the influence between the three modalities: how one impacts on
the others and their efficiency in combination. We employ a modular approach using
a convolutional refinement network which is trained supervised but isolated from RGB
images to enforce joint modality features. To assist the training process, we create a
large-scale synthetic outdoor dataset that supports dense annotation of semantic segmentation, optical flow, and surface normals. The experimental results show positive influence among the three modalities, especially for objects’ boundaries, region consistency,
and scene structures.
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Introduction

Optical flow, semantic segmentation, and surface normals represent different aspects of objects in a scene i.e. object motion, category, and geometry. While they are often approached
as single-task problems, their combinations are of importance for general scene understanding as humans also rarely perceive objects in a single modality. As different information
sources provide different cues to understand the world, they could also become complementary to each other. For example, certain objects have specific motion patterns (flow and
semantics), an object’s geometry provides specific cues about its category (surface normals
and semantics), and object’s boundary curves provide cues about motion boundaries (flow
and surface normals).
Scene-based optical flow estimation is a challenging problem because of complicated
scene variations such as texture-less regions, large displacements, illumination changes, cast
shadows, and specularities. As a result, optical flow estimation tends to perform poorly in
homogeneous areas or around objects’ boundaries. Another hindrance for many optical flow
estimators is the common assumption of spatial homogeneity in the flow structure across
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